100 Trips for 100 Years -Tramping Guide

Pipeline Track - Rustlers Ridge - Swampy Summit - Leith Saddle Track
Start / Finish: Leith Saddle Carpark (beside SH1 to Waitati - LINK)
Trip Grade / Time: Moderate, 4-6hrs
Tramping Guide
This trip can be walked in either direction—this guide is written in
the anti-clockwise direction (Pipeline Track - Rustlers Ridge Swampy - Leith Saddle).
Starting from the Leith Saddle Track carpark, head down Waitati
Valley Road for about 400m. After crossing a road-bridge across
an unnamed tributary of the Waitati River, look out for and head up
a prominent water reserve track on your left - this leads to the
Pipeline Track proper. The Pipeline Tracks follows a more-or-less
constant contour as it traverses around to the bottom of the Rustlers Ridge track. Along the way you will pass the start of the Burns
Track (a once common, but muddy, access route to the Silver
Peaks). As you get close to Burns Creek (which you will hear), look
out for markers on your right that guide you to the crossing point.
Whilst normally an easy crossing, heavy rain in the days before
could make this crossing difficult.
The Pipeline Track continues to meander for another 1km or so,
before reaching the bottom of Rustlers Ridge. A steady climb on a
well-defined and sometimes steep-sided ridge brings you to a
prominent view point immediately above Burns Saddle
(intersection of Rustlers Ridge and the Burns Track). From here
there are excellent views towards Mt Cargill and other high points
towards the coast, Blueskin Bay, Kilmog, Mt Watkin and the skyline
of the Silver Peaks.
From the view point, the track descends to meet Burns Saddle before climbing for the final section to Swampy Summit. Rustlers
Ridge intersects with the road that runs along Swampy Summit at
the southern point of the Silver Peaks Scenic Reserve.
Follow the formed road southwards all the way to the telecommunications installation at the road-end. Excellent views can be had in
all directions, including over the Strath Taieri to the Rock and Pillar
Range, Maungatua, Mosgiel and the Taieri Plains as far as Lake
Waihola, as well as over Flagstaff and Dunedin City.
To complete the circuit, follow the Leith Saddle Track back to the
carpark.
Swampy Summit is one of the three highest points of the northern Dunedin Skyline (the others being Flagstaff and Mt Cargill). In earlier times it has been known as Swampy Hill, or Black Tarn Hill (no doubt because of the dark colour of the tarns to the east of the
actual summit). Swampy Summit is also an apt name, given the swampy underfoot conditions encountered when one ventures away
from the current formed road. An early bullock track that connected Dunedin to near Waikouaiti ran along the top of Swampy Summit
(the only route north of Dunedin until 1863).
The first Otago Tramping Club trip to Swampy Hill was on January 6, 1924 (within the first six-months of the club’s existence), and
Swampy Summit has featured in at least 200 trips that both the OTC and OTMC has run. The total number of club visits will be higher
as Swampy will have been traversed by many trips to and from the Silver Peaks, such as the Club Marathon and Bushcraft Courses.
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Swampy Summit: Pipeline Track - Rustlers Ridge - Swampy Summit - Leith Saddle Track circuit
Swampy Summit is the highest point on the northern Dunedin Skyline, raising to a high point of 739m. Tramping tracks surround
the summit in all directions, allowing any number of circuitous trips to be undertaken. This tramping guide describes a popular
circuit starting from Leith Saddle (high-point of the Dunedin to Waitati State Highway), and heading north along the Pipeline
Track. A steady climb of Rustlers Ridge is rewarded by ever increasing views from Mt Cargill to the distant Kakanui Mountains
towards the north. A traverse of Swampy Summit brings you to the Leith Saddle Track, with views over Dunedin City. This is a
moderate trip, and will take between 4 to 6 hours.
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